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Recent progress in observations of upper limits on the surface temperatures of putative neutron stars in young supernova remnants indicates the possible existence of another cooling mechanism than the standard ones,l) i.e., the pioninduced S-decay of baryons 2 ),3) and the S-decay of interacting quarks in a quark matter phase. 4 ), 5) The cooling rates of neutron stars due to these mechanism have been shown to be greatly increased, and their values to be almost the same order of magnitude in the simple model calculations.
)-5)
Of the above two extra mechanisms, the pion-induced S-decay of baryons is more interesting, because the critical density of a phase transition to quark matter has not been clearly determined so far and it is expected to be very high. Importance of this mechanism was firstly pointed out by Bahcall and Wolf, 6) by assuming the existence of free charged pions in neutron stars. Their analysis has been reconsidered by Maxwell et al. from the viewpoint of pion condensation ;2) by the use of a dynamical model of pion condensation they have shown that the luminosity arising from this mechanism is very similar to the one given by Bahcall and Wolf in the order of magnitude. Their study was performed on the basis of the simple model calculations of pion condensation/) and on which the results of neutron star cooling rate depend.
3 )
In order to confirm the existence of the pion-induced S-decay of baryons, namely the existence of the pion-condensed phase in neutron stars, more realistic calculations are indispensable. The purpose of this paper is to study the cooling rate of neutron stars in the charged-pion (JrC) condensed phase in a realistic situation. The emissivity CPion is calculated on the basis of the formalism developed in the previous paper,B).*) where the effects of the isobars LI(1232), the baryon-baryon short-range correlations in terms of Landau-Migdal parameter g' and form factors of the pion-baryon vertex are included. Furthermore, this formalism is constructed in the context of the 5U(2)X 5U (2) version of the 5 U (3) x 5 U (3) chiral symmetry which consists of non-strange quark fields (u, d) and meson fields (1t, 0"). Nucleons and isobars are considered as multi-quark clusters under the 5U(4) constituent quark model. These specific characters play important roles in the following calculation; nucleons and isobars can be treated in a unified fashion, especially transformations of isobars in the chiral space are simply obtained.
The Jrc condensed phase is expressed in terms of chiral symmetry such that (1) where e and X are parameters characterized by the classical pion field Jrc. 
where the subscripts ± refer to the z-components of each spin i.e., sz = ± 1/ 2, and YI and Y2 are the LI-mixing parameters. Then the occupied quasi-particle states in the condensed phase are defined by I u±> :
Here the mixing angle ¢ is defined by the relation:
(3·b) with *) Hereafter we refer to this paper as 1. 
is a form factor of the pion-baryon p-wave coupling vertex with a cutoff momentum A, Ii =<rfJ t f2(J3rfJ> the spin-isospin density of the baryonic system, 1 = 11m", = gAl 2f", the pion-nucleon p-wave coupling constant and I", = 93 Me V is the pion decay constant.
In the J[c condensed phase the following iI ()) )-emission process is allowed (UReA process):
where p(p') is the momentum of the initial (final) quasi-particle state. This process simultaneously satisfies the conditions; thermal and chemical equilibrium of quasi-particles and electrons in the reactions. Reaction rates of two reactions are equal, and we only consider the former one in the following.
Following Ref.
2),*) the total neutrino luminosity Lv is simply factored into the form, (4 ) where Q is a stellar volume and P is a phase-space factor. Q is further factored into an additional phase-space factor A and the spin sum of the squared matrix element iMi2 after factoring out the squared momentum conserving a-function and plane wave renormalization factors: (5) In the remaining part of this paper we mainly concentrate our discussion to the estimate of iMi 2 , because the plane-wave features of the quasi-particle wavefunctions are the same as the ones used in Ref. 2) , and consequently the form of the phase space factors P and A are the same as in Ref. 2) .
By using the weak interaction Hamiltonian describing ,a-decay of the nonstrange. quarks, IMI2 is expressed as: (6) where L pv is the standard leptonic tensor, and H pv is a hadronic tensor, HPV=<P.C.; e, Xlhr+i2IP.C.; e, x><P.C.; e, Xlhrt2Ip.c.; e, x> .
The hadronic tensor H pv can be rewritten into the following form:
where hf+i2 = U-1 hr+i2 U is the chirally rotated hadronic current:
The matrix elements in Eq. (7) are given by using the vector and axial vector matrix elements between the nonstrange quarks, which are written in the static limit as:
and where the subscript a refers to the three distinct quarks in the baryons, a = 1, 2, or 3. Here the factor 3/5, which is the inverse of 9A predicted by the 5 U (4) constituent quark model, is necessary when we use the experimental value of 9A.
)
Then the hadronic tensor H PV is calculated by using (2·a), (2·b), (8) 
F7=-5-(j3Yl +Y2), Fs= 1 +5Y2(j3Yl-Y2), F9=1+ ~ (j3Yl+Y2)(j3Yl-Y2)
.
+ Y/ is a normalization factor. All of the effects of isobars are gathered into the factor Fj, and we can easily show that these formulae are reduced to the ones given by Maxwell et al. in the limit, Yl and Y2~0. Unfortunately, however, the above formulae are still insufficient for our purpose: The effects of isobars and baryon-baryon short-range corrections are implicitly included in the expressions of quasi-particles, though they are not considered in the weak interaction vertex. It is well-known that in contrast with the vector current vertex the axial-current vertex is renormalized by the baryonbaryon short-range correlations in nuclear medium. We introduce here a renormalized axial coupling constant § A in place of gAo Since the chirally rotated hadronic current includes two different types of contributions -a "pole" contribution and a "commutator" contribution,*) we must carefully use the renormalized axial coupling constant § A:
We only use § A for the "pole" contribution part. This quenching effect of gA is known as the Lorentz-Lorenz effect and plays an important role also in the /3-decay of nucleons in the finite nuclei.
)
Considering these effects and substituting the values of the parameters in the condensed phase given in I, we can obtain the relevant HPJ; in general for each density, p;S5po (Po; the normal nuclear density).
*> Properties of two contributions have been fully discussed in the paper by Maxwell et a1.
However, when HplI are evaluated in the vicinity of the critical point, we can discuss the effects of isobars and baryon-baryon short-range correlations in more detail; where characteristic roles of them are demonstrated in a clear fashion.
Hereafter we only consider the case of small condensate. Near the critical point, where (J is small, expanding Eqs. (10-a) , (10-e) with (J and taking only the lowest order of (J, we get the following formulae:*) (12-a) (12-c) H30=H03*~gAZg~( OM~f-lTC + ~ OM~f-lTC)+ ;JX(J2,
with (13) where Us=p{~~( OM~f-lTC + ~ OM~f-lJ+ ;J (14) is the second-order polarization operator of nucleons and isobars. Also, the renormalization factor Z is calculated in the lowest order of (J,
Here it is to be noted that the renormalization factor Z given by Eq. (15) also appears in the pion-baryon p-wave interaction vertex x. Since the strong interaction vertex and the weak interaction vertex are in the same channel, this result is quite natural. We can see that contributions from Ll-isobars in Us, Eq. (14), reduce the value of Z. By using the above results we demonstrate the effects of the Ll-isobars and the baryon-baryon short-range correlations in a numerical calculation of the *) Approximate form of y, and Y2 are explicitly shown in I. 
we can see each role of the two effects; enhancement effect due to the L/-isobars is about one order of magnitude and quenching effect due to baryon-baryon shortrange correlations is also of the same order. In the same way for the simple model calculation given by Maxwell et aI.,
Then we can say that realistic value of ePiOn is about one tenth of the one given by the simple estimate. This reduction mainly comes from the difference in the value of PH, which is determined by investigating the ground state of J[c condens· ed phase: A realistic calculation including g' and LJ given in I shows that value of PH is smaller than that in the simple model calculation. S ) In summary, in this paper we have performed a realistic calculation of the cooling rate of neutron stars with the J[c condensed core in a consistent way: We have taken into account the effects of the LJ·isobars and the baryon·baryon short· range correlations not only in the strong interaction part but also in the weak interaction part on the same level. Successively we have discussed the case of weak condensate in detail to see the effects of g' and LJ clearly and to compare our formalism with the previous simple one: We have concretely calculated epion for one typical case, g' ~O.5f2 and A ~ 1.2 GeV. It is shown that the effects of the baryon-baryon short-range correlations (quenching of IMI2) exceed that of the LJisobars (enhancement of IMI2). Moreover it is indicated that the importance of the pion-induced .8-decay of baryons remains unchanged; the cooling rate is reduced by about one order of magnitude compared with the simple estimate given by Maxwell et al.
However, we should keep in mind that the above numerical result is only an example for demonstrating the effects of g' and Ll. To explain the present observed data as a whole, we should treat both the cooling rate and the equation of state in the same level: As in I, we take into account some cases for g' and LJ, and calculate epion for each density by using the general formulae (10) . This work is in progress.
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